


Individual is the 6th collection from  

our successful kids@home range  

and reflects the global trend to-

wards self-expression, diversity and  

individuality; for kids of all ages, or  

even for those just young at heart.

With an eclectic mix including 

licensed product from Disney and  

Marvel, a pick n mix range of co-

ordinating generic products, our

innovative Glow in the Dark wallpaper

and an edited trend section,there’s 

sure  to be something to match your

per- sonality and style.

81 Wallpaper Products

22 Licensed, 59 Generic

12 Digital Murals

8 Licensed, 4 Generic

Paper 45 SKU’s

Non-Woven 35 SKU’s

Currency Jan 2020 – Jan 2023



MARVEL WOOD PANEL - 105435

MARVEL COMIC STRIP - 70-264

MARVEL COVER STORY - 106378

MARVEL ACTION HEROES - 70-238



SPIDER-MAN  
POW!
Join a true hero on one of his adventures with this lively 

comic book-inspired Spider-Man wallpaper design. 

Featuring the masked crusader in his iconic blue and red 

suit, this design shows Spider-Man mid flight using his web 

slinging abilities. This fun wallpaper is perfect for a children's 

bedroom or play area.

108553



TOY STORY $ PLAY DATE - 108017 TOY STORY ANDYS ROOM - 108016



MICKEY HANDSHAKE - 70-236

MICKEY VINTAGE EPISODE - 70-242

DISNEY BOOKSHELF - 106455

MICKEY & MINNIE SKETCH - 102702



RAINBOW  
MINNIE
Bring the magic of Disney to your walls with this beautifully 

designed Disney Minnie Mouse Rainbow Wallpaper. 

Featuring an all-over print on a beautiful pale pink 

background, this wallpaper features everyone’s favourite 

Minnie and along side whimsical stars and rainbows, 

creating instant fun to your walls. Perfect as a feature wall or 

an entire room, this is sure to bring a smile to your face.

108592



MINNIE  
SPARKLE
Minnie Sparkle really brings the Disney magic to your walls! 

Featuring an all over Minnie print on a white background 

and plenty of glitter, Minnie’s silhouette really provides some 

whimsical fun to your walls. Perfect as a feature wall or for all 

four walls.

105828



UP, UP  
AND AWAY
This Disney Winnie the Pooh wallpaper features all of your 

favourite characters and is an ideal finishing touch for a kids 

bedroom or nursery. In a refined modern colour palette; this 

wallpaper is a must have for a youngsters bedroom. This 

wallpaper will look great when used to create a feature wall 

or to decorate a whole room.

108594



BEEWINNIE  
THE POOH
A contemporary take on a classic Disney character, Bee

Winnie the Pooh combines embossed, metallic and artist

sketched motifs for a clean, fresh look.

106604



PRINCESS BADGES - 108018

TINKERBELL WATERCOLOUR - 106454

PRETTY AS A PRINCESS - 70-232

PRINCESS TOILE - 70-233



PASTEL  
PRINCESS
Pastel Princess is the perfect wallpaper for your aspiring 

princesses. Featuring everyone's favourite Disney princesses 

and a beautiful pastel colour palette this wallpaper is a must 

have! Cinderella, Belle and Aurora grace this stunning 

design with symbols from their classic films, with elegant 

florals on an ombre patterned background.

108593



FROZEN FRAMES - 108239

FROZEN SCENE - 108238

FROZEN SNOW QUEEN - 70-540



COMICS  

COLLECTION

111405

Create a talking point in your home with this fun 

wallpaper from DC Comics Collection.  With a colourful 

array of retro comic book covers featuring The World's 

Greatest Super Heroes including Superman, Batman, 

The Flash and Wonder Woman, this wallpaper is a 

perfect choice for aspiring super heroes of all ages. 



MISCHIEF  

MANAGED

108186

Step into Hogwarts with our magical Marauder’s Map 

wallpaper, Mischief Managed. 

Our clever Glow in the Dark ink reveals every corner 

and secret passage of Hogwarts from the iconic 

Marauder’s Map created by Moony, Wormtail, 

Padfoot and Prongs. Charges during the day with 

natural light, or a flip of the light switch, and then 

fades gradually over a 30 minute period, to allow your 

child a peaceful night’s sleep. 



DAILY  

PROPHET

108700

Keep up to date with the latest news and event’s from the 

Daily Prophet, the most popular newspaper in the wizarding 

community. Your walls will come alive with this striking 

monochrome design, featuring the iconic Harry Potter 

Undesirable No 1 Poster. 



HOUSE  

PRIDE

106604

When you don’t have a magical Sorting Hat to announce 

your Hogwarts House, then show your support for them all, 

with our fabulous House Pride wallpaper. Suitable for Harry 

Potter fans young and old, this eye catching motif design 

features the House Emblems for Slytherin, Gryffindor, 

Ravenclaw and Hufflepuff. 



VINTAGE  

CLOUDS
This beautiful hand drawn vintage clouds wallpaper will add 

a stylish finishing touch to a bedroom or nursery. The simple 

yet effective design features a pattern of vintage white 

clouds on a white background, with a smooth matt finish. 

Create a beautiful feature wall or give your room a truly 

dreamy feel with all four walls. 

GREY- 108555 PINK -108556 NAVY- 108554



DOTTY 
POLKA
This watercolour Polka Dots wallpaper is ideal for 

bedrooms, nurseries and playrooms. The simple yet 

effective design features an all-over pattern of metallic 

and hand painted watercolour polka dots in soft 

complimentary shades on a white background. Easy to 

apply just paste the wall to hang.

YELLOW - 108264 PINK -108585 SILVER - 108563



STRIPE
This striking Stripe wallpaper features a wide stripe design in 

a bold on trend colour palette alternating with a matte 

white stripe for an eye-catching look. This high quality 

wallpaper can be hung either vertically or horizontally. On 

our paste the wall paper this design is easy to hang and 

remove when you fancy a change. This design co-

ordinates with our Superstar and Dotty wallpapers.

NAVY- 108557

SILVER - 100100

BLUE -100097

PINK -108558

BLACK -100099



DOTTY
On trend and minimalistic; our Dotty Wallpaper will add a  

stylish finishing touch to your home. The design features a 

large scale dot in a repeated pattern. Dotty comes in  two 

unique finishes, a bold matte or luxurious metallic  This high 

quality wallpaper would look fantastic when used to

decorate a whole room or to create a feature wall  using

our Stripe or Superstar wallaper as a co-ordinate.

GOLD -100105

SILVER - 102508

GREY- 100102

MULTI- 100103

BLACK -100104



SUPERSTAR
Our Superstar Wallpaper will add a stylish finishing touch to 

your home. The design features eye-catching large star 

motifs in a repeated pattern, This high quality wallpaper

would look fantastic when used to decorate a whole

room or to create a feature wall using our Stripe or Dotty

wallpaper as a co-ordinate.

NAVY- 108557

SILVER - 100100

BLUE -100097 BLACK -100099



CONFETTI
This stylish Confetti Wallpaper would make a great 

statement in your home. The simple yet effective design 

features a pattern of small polka dots in on trend colour 

palettes. In flat matte this wallpaper is super easy to hang 

and would look great as a feature wall or when used to 

decorate a whole room.

BLACK- 108562 ROSE GOLD - 105133 NAVY- 108561



CLOUDS
The cloud wallpaper brings the cloud trend right up to 

date. The modern and fun design brings a great stylish 

solution to your children’s bedroom.

108267 CO-ORDINATE WITH



TAREK
This tonal triangle design is a fantastic way to add colour

and design in to your home. Use on one or multiple walls for

a quick and dramatic transformation.

TRIANGOLIN
This triangle geometric wallpaper is a great design to 

add a contemporary look to any room. Use on one or 

multiple walls for a quick and dramatic 

transformation.

103168

32-830



BRICK

PINK -108591 CO-ORDINATE WITH

Add a stylish finishing touch to any room with our beautifully 

on trend Pink Brick. This design offers a fresh take on a classic 

brick pattern. The design features a detailed brick wall print in 

beautiful soft pink tones, with clever shading to add to the 

effect. This high quality wallpaper will look great when used 

to decorate a whole room or to create a stunning feature 

wall.



UNICORN
This fantastic wallpaper features iridescent unicorn heads

and twinkling gold stars on a whitewash wood plank

background. A modern whimsical wallpaper design,

perfect for a feature wall or even all four walls.

UNICORN DREAMLAND
Welcome this unique and magical unicorn dream land into

your interior style. Basking in its mesmerising colours and 

pattern will bring a burst of energy to any room. From young

children to Teens and Adults anyone will fall in love with this

abstact design with a pretty pastel palette.

105977

106941



BUTTERFLY

FLORISTA
This conversational print features elegant flowers in 

apothecary vases on a textured shelf. Florista is a superb 

modern wallpaper design, and is ideal for a feature wall, 

paired with another wallpaper, or running throughout a 

room.

100114

106373

Our butterfly wallpaper is pretty in pink and perfect for 

personalising any children’s room. With a beautiful pink, 

purple, and white playful butterfly design it will add an 
irresistible fun and brighten up any space.



WOODLAND  
ANIMALS
Our Woodland Animals wallpaper is one of our firm 

favourites for the kids room! Featuring whimsical and 

charming hand painted bunnies, deer, birds, hedgehogs 

and friends woven amongst an array of greenery that you 

would find on a forest floor on an on-trend navy backdrop. 

Also available in a natural colourway.

NAVY- 108568 NATURAL- 108569



PANDORA  
DRAMA
This beautiful Pandora Drama Floral wallpaper will bring a 

touch of style and elegance to your home. The design 

features a collection of stunning flowers in various 

complimentary tones of light and dark pinks and purples, 

set on a dark and moody background.

108597



BOTANY LIBRARY
Have your very own library without the hassle of becoming 

an avid collector. An array of beautiful botany books, in a 

white wash colour scheme, means, you can have a 

statement wallpaper in a subtle way.

TROPICAL FRAMES

Have your own wall, full of tropical frames. This fun and 

contemporary design allows you to transform your room 

without the hassle or cost.

103837

106946



CLIP FRAMES
Add a stylish finishing touch to a fashionistas bedroom. This 

on trend design offers a cool teen vibe with its stylish quotes 

and imagery used. Featuring a subtle geometric backdrop 

and clip imagery, offering a contemporary feel, this design 

would look great as a feature wall and equally as great on 

all walls.

108137



NEON LOVE
The Neon Love wallpaper will give you all the right vibes! 

Perfect for a feature wall. 

ISLAND LIVING
This will definitely be your type on wallpaper, be the talk 

of your very own villa with this Island inspired wallpaper 

106842

106943



JUNGLE  
ANIMALS
Featuring all the best loved safari animals, Jungle Animals is 

an illustrative design on an on-trend backdrop. A 

compilation of giraffes, zebras, elephants, rhinos, monkeys 

and more; this beautiful unique design will add a touch of 

safari beauty wherever it is used.

GREY -108567 VERT- 107692 JUANE - 107691



SAFARI
This wonderful safari design wallpaper features metallic 

highlights of exotic animals including zebra, lions and 

elephants on a beautiful matt background. A luxurious 

wallpaper that will make a statement in any room.

CREAM - 104894 MIDNIGHT -104893



SKULL  WALL
Skulls Wall is a bold take on the forever popular brick wall 

trend. Featuring hand drawn, graffiti style repeating skulls on 

a dark grey brick wall; this wallpaper would look great in a 

teens room. This wallpaper could be used to make a 

statement feature wall or to decorate a entire room.

108595



DISTRESSED  
BRICK
This fantastic Brick Wallpaper will make a stylish feature in 

most rooms of your home. The realistic design is based on a 

red brick wall with a contemporary twist of navy highlights 

and features clever shading and detail to create the illusion 

of depth and texture. This high quality wallpaper would look 

equally good either as a feature wall or when used to 

decorate an entire room

108596



BRICK
Give your home a contemporary urban look with this stylish 

white brick wallpaper. The realistic design lends a unique 

and eye-catching effect to any wall that will work 

wonderfully well with modern interiors.

WHITE -102835 RED -102834CHARCOAL- 107980



GRAFFITI
Create an urban street room with this cool graffiti 

wallpaper. Featured on a black brick with popping 

colours, use this wallpaper as a feature or on multiple 

walls to create a very cool hangout.

WHITE - 101686 BLACK -103032



CITY AT NIGHT
Featuring New York City's most famous landmarks, it's ideal 

for contemporary apartments & bedrooms. Boasting a 

trendy black & white colour scheme, highlighted by hints of 

orange, it really shows off The Big Apple in all its glory.

NEW YORK
An overlapping collage of New York's Street Scenes and 

famous Landmarks. The style of this wallpaper gives off a 

very graffiti /street style look that is perfect for anyone 

looking for a contemporary style with a bit of edge.

101696

104631



LONDON
Featuring London’s most famous landmarks, it’s ideal for  

contemporary apartments & bedrooms. Boasting a trendy  

black & white colour scheme, highlighted by hints of red,  it

really presents London in all its glory.

50-841



GLOW IN THE  
DARK
Our exciting and innovative Glow in the Dark wallpaper by

Superfresco. Showcasing stunning night sky designs of 

sparkling stars and galactic planets, magical unicorns and 

sleek metropolis buildings. Our Glow in the Dark wallpapers

comes alive with a flip of the light switch; charging during

the day with natural light and then fading gradually over a

30 minute period, to allow your child a peaceful night’s

sleep.

ILLUMICORN - 107645

LUMINOCITY -108015

CONSTELLATION 108014

PLANETARIUM -108019



DIGITAL WALL MURALS 


